### Global Part Description

**Global Project Number**: M50000

**Material**: PP

**Color**: BLACK

**Supersedes**

- CTHC-EC3-PP-BK 18-1954
- CTHC-EC4-PP-BK 18-2015
- CTHC-EC5-PP-BK 18-2016
- CTHC-EC7-PP-BK 18-2017

**Conduit Diameter**

- **A** (OD): 8.89 [0.350]
- **B** (ID): 12.6 [0.49]
- **C** (ID): 9.91 [0.390]
- **D** (ID): 12.75 [0.502]

### ISOMETRIC VIEW
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**Material**: SEE CHART

**Units**: millimeters

**Dimension without tolerances details to**:

- .XXX = ±0.013
- .XX = ±0.13
- .X = ±0.3
- None = ±0.8
- = ±0.5

Dimension Formatted mm/in
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